Challenges using droplet digital PCR for environmental samples
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Abstract: Droplet digital polymerase chain reaction (ddPCR) is a method used to detect and quantify nucleic acids even when present in exceptionally low numbers. While it has proven to be valuable for clinical studies, it has failed to be widely adopted for environmental studies. Due to the complexity of the chemical and biological composition of environmental samples, protocols tailored to clinical studies are not appropriate, and results are difficult to interpret. We used environmental DNA samples originating from field studies to determine a protocol for environmental samples. Samples included field soils which had been inoculated with the soil fungus Rhizophagus irregularis (environmental positive control), field soils that had not been inoculated and the targeted fungus was not naturally present (environmental negative control), and root samples from both field categories. To control for the effect of soil inhibitors, we also included DNA samples of an organismal control extracted from pure fungal spores (organismal positive control). Finally, we included a no-template control consisting only of the PCR reaction reagents and nuclease free water instead of template DNA. Using original data, we examined which factors contribute to poor resolution in root and soil samples and propose best practises to ensure accuracy and repeatability. Furthermore, we evaluated manual and automatic threshold determination methods and we propose a novel protocol based on multiple controls that is more appropriate for environmental samples.
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1. Introduction

Droplet digital polymerase chain reaction (ddPCR) allows for the quantification of nucleic acid sequences by partitioning single samples into thousands of nanolitre droplets (~20,000), each containing either single copy or a few copies of the target, or no initial target sequences [1]. Partitioning of PCR samples creates a sensitive amplification protocol that is less likely to be affected by inhibitors and non-target DNA [2,3]. As a result, it is becoming the approach of choice for assays looking to detect low copy targets, for example, deleterious alleles in early stage cancer patients[4,5], introduced genes in genetically modified organisms [6,7] and as a proxy for the abundance of pathogens in environmental samples [8,9]. An advantage of ddPCR is that amplified droplets that can contain only a single copy of the target sequence increasing the possibility to quantify rare sequence variants [1] compared with approaches such as quantitative PCR (qPCR) (Fig. 1).
Figure 1. Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) versus quantitative PCR (qPCR).

In ddPCR, samples are partitioned into thousands of droplets each of which undergo amplification. After PCR cycling, the fluorescence of each droplet is measured at the end of the PCR reaction. As an output, droplets are grouped as positive or negative based on their fluorescence amplitude levels (y axis). In contrast, qPCR, fluorescence gives one measure per sample in real time, at the end of each PCR cycle. Due to such fundamental differences in the approach, guidelines for standardizing qPCR assays such as the Minimum Information for publication of Quantitative real-time PCR Experiments (MIQE) [10] are not appropriate for ddPCR, and users are left to develop their own quality control protocols. The figure was created with BioRender (BioRender.com).

The application of ddPCR to environmental studies has lagged behind its clinical use, both due to the cost compared to qPCR (up to three times more costly per sample [11] but also poor resolution in environmental samples [2]. The chemical and biological complexity of environmental samples can make it difficult, even impossible, to discriminate among positive and negative reactions. In successful ddPCR assays, positive and negative droplets aggregate into respective “clouds” based on the intensity of the fluorescence when a fluorescent signal is emitted during the amplification of target DNA. In assays with mutually exclusive positive and negative clouds, the assignment of ‘positives’ is straightforward. In reality, it can be difficult to achieve discrete clouds, particularly in environmental samples, which often exhibit droplets of intermediate fluorescence (for example [12, 13]). These intermediate droplets are referred to as ‘rain’ as they do not clearly affiliate with positive or negative clouds and it can represent a significant proportion of droplets in environmental samples.
There is no uniform cause, nor approach for dealing with ‘rain’ as it may have different causes [14]. For example, droplet coagulation [13] or variation in droplet size could affect fluorescence [15]. Variation in target amplification efficiency may also arise through physical problems of template DNA [16] including fragmentation of DNA incurred during extraction or storage [17]. Degraded DNA from dead organisms may also contribute to midlevel amplification of droplets [18]. Intermediate fluorescence arising from assay conditions are more problematic for environmental assays because these reactions are likely to contain inhibitors (e.g. humic acids) [19], resulting in delayed or reduced amplification efficiency or ‘rain’ [20]. While ddPCR is more robust than qPCR to these inhibitors because of sample partitioning and post-cycle data collection [21], inhibitors may still reduce amplification efficiency [22].

Here, we first outline the factors that contribute to ambiguous results that can occur in environmental samples along with practices that can reduce ambiguity, improving both accuracy and reproducibility. These are largely due to issues that prevent separation of droplets into groups containing target DNA or not (‘clouds’) and result in intermediate levels of fluorescence (‘rain’) that make defining thresholds difficult. Below, we use original work to illustrate how cycling conditions and threshold determination can significantly affect the quality of ddPCR assays for environmental samples. We then propose a novel protocol for applying ddPCR to terrestrial environmental samples.

2. Materials and Methods

To determine best practices for environmental samples, we conducted a series of experiments to test the effect of altering cycling conditions on the presence of ‘rain’. We used additional controls to help identify the conditions that best improve successful target amplification and reduce partial, non-target amplification. We also compared the available methods for determining thresholds including manually determined threshold.

2.1 Hardware and software

We used the QX100™ droplet digital PCR system (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON, Canada) for droplet production and analysis, following the manufacturer instructions. For PCR parameters optimization, we used the C1000 Touch Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON, Canada). Boxplots were produced using the package ggplot in R studio (Version 1.0.136 – © 2009–2016 RStudio, Inc.). Optimization figures were produced using the QuantaSoft Analysis Pro (version 1.0.596) software and further modified at Microsoft word 2016 for label addition.

2.2 Origin of environmental DNA used to optimize ddPCR

In order to optimize ddPCR for environmental samples, we used DNA samples associated with another field study (for details see [24]). In particular, we tested root and soils samples which were positive or negative for our target organism, the arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungus Rhizoglomus irregularis Schenck & Smith (synonym Rhizophagus irregularis, Glomus intraradices) strain DAOM197198 [25]. Samples included field soils which had been inoculated (environmental positive control, n = 20), field soils that had not been inoculated and field soil originated from natural ecosystems (Saskatchewan, Canada) where the targeted fungus was not naturally present (environmental negative control, n = 20), and root samples (from inoculated and non inoculated Lens culinaris - common name Lentils belonging both in the environmental positive control and environmental negative control categories, n = 40) from both field categories. To control for the effect of soil inhibitors, we also included DNA samples of an organismal control extracted from pure spores of R. irregularis (organismal positive control, n = 3). Finally, we
included a no-template control (n=3) consisting only of the PCR reaction reagents and nuclease free water instead of template DNA.

2.3 DNA extraction and primers/probe

In all cases DNA was extracted using the PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kit (MoBio) following the manufacturers instructions. The sequence of primers and probes used are specific to *R. irregularare* strain DAOM197198 and the sequences after are:

Forward: 5' AGCAAATCTAAGTTCCTCAGAG -3'

Reverse: 5' ACTTCTATGGCTTTGTACAGG -3'

Probe: FAM/CCCACCAGG/ZEN/GCAGATTAATCTTCCTT/3IABKFQ-3

Standardized cycling conditions and ddPCR reaction mixture

The standardized cycling conditions based on the manufacturer's recommendations are: 10 min at 95°C for enzyme activation, followed by 40 cycles of 30 seconds at 94°C and 1 min annealing/extension step at the appropriate temperature based on the primer/probe set (in our case at 59°C). The final step is 10 min at 98°C for enzyme deactivation followed by infinite hold at 4°C. For each step, a ramp rate of 2°C/sec is applied. The standardized PCR mixture per sample based on the manufacturers recommendations are: 10 μl of 1X Supermix for Probes (Bio-Rad), 1 μl of primers/probe mixture PrimeTime® Std qPCR Assay (500 rxn) with a final concentration of 500 nM primers and 250 nM probe in the reaction, 7 μl of DNase free water and 2 μl of sample DNA.

2.4 Parameters tested

In a series of experiments using DNA from the field soils and plant roots we manipulated thermocycler steps individually and combined, in order to examine the additive effect of altered cycling condition to the ddPCR optimization. We also examined the effect of primer/probe concentration and sample concentration in reaction optimization. For all reactions, along with organismal positive control and no-template controls, we examined the usability of an environmental positive and an environmental negative control on the reaction optimization and threshold determination.

*Thermocycler conditions:* It is unknown whether manipulating multiple cycling condition simultaneously has an additive effect to the ddPCR optimization. For all reactions, the initial step consisted of 10 min at 95°C for enzyme activation, Following enzyme activation we manipulated annealing/extension temperature by applying a temperature gradient for ranging from 57°C to 67°C (the temperature range depends on the primer/probe set and has to be adjusted accordingly). Furthermore, we examined the effect of number of PCR cycles with minimum of 40 cycles (recommended by BioRad) up to a maximum of 45 cycles. We also examined the effect of time extension during denaturation (from 30 sec which is the recommended BioRad time to 1 min) and annealing/extension step (from 1 min which is the recommended BioRad time to 2 min). Finally, we manipulated the ramp rate and we examined differences between a ramp rate of 2°C/sec (recommended by Bio-Rad) and 1°C/sec. The analysis was performed using all the available soil and root DNA samples.

2.4.1 Primer/probe concentration

We examined the effect of reduced primer/probe concentration, below the manufacturers recommended quantity, on the reaction’s efficiency. The PCR mixture for the ddPCR
reaction per sample contained: 10μl of 1X Supermix for Probes (Bio-Rad), 1μl primers/probe mixture (PrimeTime® Std qPCR Assay (500 rxn)), 7 μl of DNase free water and 2μl of DNA. We used three different primer/probe quantities: 20X (recommended concentration) that yields a final concentration of 500 nM primers and 250 nM probe, 10X (reduced concentration) that yields a final concentration of 250 nM primers and 125 nM probe, and finally, 1X (reduced concentration) that yields a final concentration of 50 nM primers and 25 nM probe. We used the organismal positive control to demonstrate the effect of primer concentration.

2.4.2 Sample DNA concentration

We tested whether sample dilution (up to 100-time dilution) and spiking unknown environmental samples with known quantity of organismal DNA can facilitate the discrimination between true or false positive samples. For this purpose, we used unknown environmental samples that contained extreme amount of “rain” to the level that separation of negative and positive clouds was not possible. For this assay we used multiple field soil (n=10) and root (n=8) DNA sample with a heavy rain profile.

2.4.3 Automated algorithm comparison

First, to identify current threshold determination approaches for environmental studies using ddPCR, we searched Web of Science (Clarivate Analytics 2018). We identified 75 papers including applications in monitoring of invasive species [26,27], detection of microbes in soil, plant tissue and water [28,29,30,31] and testing food for contamination by microbes or non-declared species [32] (Table S1). The most common strategy for threshold assignment was the automatic threshold set by QuantaSoft™, the default software provided by BioRad Technologies, Inc. (2017) followed by manually set threshold, but for the majority of the studies without explained parameters, via the QuantaSoft™ software. Additional threshold determination approaches include the algorithms, Define the Rain, ddPCRquant and Umbrella.

2.4.3.1 Define the Rain is a Java script that uses a k-nearest neighbour algorithm to define a distinct positive and negative cloud separately for a positive control sample and subsequently identify extreme values (droplets) that are outliers [33]. The two cut-off thresholds (positive and negative) are defined as three times the standard deviation of the mean droplet amplitude within each cluster. These thresholds are then applied to all samples and the outliers that fall between them are classified as rain. Final concentration is then calculated using a Poisson distribution of positive and negative droplets with intermediate ‘rain’ removed. This algorithm has been shown to be a significant improvement in accuracy compared to the QuantaSoft® software, at least for copy number detection in clinical samples (Jones et al., 2014). Define The Rain base thresholds on a positive control derived from pure culture. Such controls may have tighter clustering and higher fluorescence of positive droplets due to the absence of inhibitors that exist in environmental samples. This can increase the number of false positives, as significant quantities of true positive events were excluded when discarding ‘rain’ as per Define The Rain [33,34] or another algorithm [35]. An ‘environmental positive’ or environmental sample spiked with target DNA may more accurately represent the distribution of positive and negative clouds in environmental samples and represent a better control.

2.4.3.2 ddPCRquant uses single thresholds defined by distribution of fluorescence amplitude of negative clouds in non-template controls (NTC)[13]. Originally proposed by defining a global threshold of the mean fluorescence of three NTC plus six times their standard deviation, then improved upon this idea by incorporating extreme value theory to define positive droplets (the ‘extreme’ events separate from a strong cloud of NTC droplets)[13]. Because ddPCRquant does not rely on positive controls and takes into
consideration baseline fluorescence, \textit{ddPCRquant} may be more robust for environmental samples. However, to date there are no published studies citing the use of \textit{ddPCR-quant} for analysis of environmental samples.

2.4.3.3 \textit{Umbrella} is the newest alternative for threshold determination and does so by maximizing precision across an experiment [36]. \textit{Umbrella}, an open source R package, assumes that each sample follows a mixture model with two components representing a negative and positive cloud. It then uses Bayes’ theorem to determine the likelihood that each droplet belongs to one of two groups. This algorithm draws a threshold based on the distribution of all droplets in a given well with no assumptions about how an assay might affect droplet fluorescence. Samples without identifiable positive clouds will be returned with a high measure of uncertainty. Thus, this approach may be appropriate only for samples with clearly delineated clouds. There are no studies using ddPCR for environmental samples to date that cite the use of \textit{Umbrella}.

We used information from six samples, one field soil environmental negative control, one organismal positive control, one field soil unknown environmental sample and three non-template control samples (NTC’s) (required for \textit{ddPCRquant} analysis) to compare threshold determination of the following algorithms as opposed to a manually determined threshold. Specifically, our treatments were:

2.4.3.4 \textit{Manual} threshold: We used the QuantaSoft Analysis Pro (version 1.0.596) software in order to define the manual threshold as described on the section 5.4. Briefly, manual threshold determination was calculated based on the NTS’s, the organismal positive control and the environmental negative control. \textit{QuantaSoft} automatic threshold: We used the QuantaSoft Analysis Pro (version 1.0.596) software in order to automatically determine the threshold using the automatic threshold determination for multiple well selection. \textit{ddPCRquant} threshold: In order to determine the threshold using ‘\textit{ddPCRquant}’ we used the online available tool “\textit{http://statapps.ugent.be/dPCR/ddpcrquant/}” with the following parameters: Block size = 150, 10 repeats, 20\,\mu l of volume MIX, 1\,\mu l of template volume, threshold determination. \textit{Umbrella}” threshold: We were unable to use the ‘Umbrella’ algorithm since we could not locate the open source code for R which was not yet available. “\textit{Define The Rain}” threshold: We used the online available tool http://definetherain.org.uk/ and the automatic threshold determination after uploading the sample information.

3. Results

We summarize the parameters optimized for the following analyses in Table 1.

\textbf{Table 1. Optimizing ddPCR assays for environmental samples}. For the purpose of this study, we examined the additive effect of optimized cycling conditions suggested by the literature and the effect of the primer/probe and sample concentration on the efficiency of the reaction. We also recommend the use of multiple controls that can further optimize the annealing/extension temperature and facilitate threshold determination.
### 3.1 Optimizing cycling conditions.

The optimized protocol increased amplitude levels and cloud clustering efficiency (Fig. 2). After full optimization, the resolution between the clouds is increased and clouds become more tightly clustered. Also, the “rain” decreases from 2394 droplets to 254 droplets in the optimized protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimizing Cycling conditions</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denaturation</td>
<td>Increase to 1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annealing/ extension</td>
<td>Increase to 2 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ramp rate</td>
<td>Decrease to 1°C/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of cycles</td>
<td>Increase to 44 - 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizing Annealing/ extension temperature</td>
<td>Annealing/ extension temperature</td>
<td>Using organismal positive control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use a high abundance positive environmental sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use a low in abundance positive environmental sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use a negative environmental sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use a non-template control (NTC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusting primer/probe concentration</td>
<td>Primer/ probe concentration</td>
<td>Use recommended concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusting sample concentration</td>
<td>Sample concentration</td>
<td>Dilute very concentrated samples as needed when there is no clear cluster separation or a lot of rain between clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold determination</td>
<td>Manually set threshold (should be determine taking under consideration multiple control)</td>
<td>Using a high abundance positive environmental sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Using a negative environmental sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum accepted positive droplet threshold</td>
<td>Use three – five NTC samples. Use both a positive control dilution series and a spiked environmental sample with same dilution series</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. The effect of protocol optimization based on the suggestions presented in Table 1 on the output from a ddPCR assay examining environmental samples at two different template concentrations. Blue dots indicate putative positive droplets whereas the grey represent negatives. The first two wells represent two environmental sample with different template concentrations (A02 field soil DNA sample and B02 root DNA sample), and the last two wells represent a non template and an organismal positive control, respectively. The pink line is a manually set high threshold based on the organismal positive control of the optimized protocol and it is used to demonstrate the increase in amplitude levels after the optimization. The width of each well is related to the number of final droplets analyzed (accepted samples need to have more than 10000 droplets).

3.2 Optimizing Annealing/ extension temperature

Multiple controls are required to determine optimum annealing and extension temperature (Fig. 3). Using only organismal (a) and environmental (b) positive controls suggests an optimum annealing temperature between 57-59°C to maximize separation of the clouds and minimize ‘rain’ (Fig.3). However, this is not true for environmental negative controls (c). Here, 59°C significantly decreased non-specific amplification, limiting the possibility for false positives. Although 61°C almost eliminates rain, it is not optimal for the environmental positive control (Fig 3b).
Figure 3. Multiple controls are required to determine optimum annealing and extension temperature. Organismal (a), environmental (b) positive controls and (c) environmental negative controls (c). Multiple positive controls improve discrimination between true positives and “rain” or false positives.

3.3 Adjusting primer/probe concentration

Higher primer concentration improves resolution and cloud clustering (Fig. 4). We used an organismal positive control to demonstrate the primer concentration effect was an organismal positive control. Using 1X primer and probe concentration (which yields 25 nM primers and 12.5 nM probe), results in positive cloud amplitude around 500. (4a). Primer and probe concentration of 10x shifts the amplitude of the positive cloud closer to 3000. (4b). The recommended 20x primer and probe concentration shifts the positive cloud to 4500 (4c). Red circles emphasize the amplitude levels of each primer/probe concentration used and indicate the effect of changing the primer/probe concentration on the amplitude level.
Figure 4. Higher primer concentration improves resolution and cloud clustering. We used an organismal positive control to demonstrate the primer concentration effect was an organismal positive control. a) using 1X primer and probe concentration (which yields 25 nM primers and 12.5 nM probe), results in positive cloud amplitude around 500. b) Primer and probe concentration of 10x shifts the amplitude of the positive cloud closer to 3000. c) The recommended by the manufacturer 20x primer and probe concentration, shifts the positive cloud to 4500. Red circles emphasize the amplitude levels of each primer/probe concentration used and indicate the effect of changing the primer/probe concentration on the amplitude level.

3.4 Adjusting sample concentration

Dilution and spiking of unknown environmental samples, help distinguish between false and true positive samples (Fig. 5). A highly concentrated sample prevents discrete cloud clustering and results in reduced amplitude levels (5a). By diluting the sample, it is easier to discriminate between false and positive droplets. When dilution does not result in cluster separation, we can distinguish between non-specific amplification or strong inhibition, by spiking the sample with a known quantity of our target (5b).
Figure 5. Dilution (a) and spiking (b) of unknown environmental samples help distinguish between false and true positive samples. a) The low cloud in sample a3 clearly separates into a true positive cloud and a negative cloud after dilution. b) The unknown environmental sample (sample b4) is indeed negative because the added known quantity of our target appears to the amplitude levels of the positive while unknown cloud remains. The low cloud produced in sample 4 may be due to nonspecific or partial amplification or the reflective property of proteins existing in the environmental sample. Samples a1 and b1 correspond to an organismal positive control while samples a2 and b2 represent a no-template control. The pink line is a high threshold determined based on the positive cloud of the organismal positive control.

3.5 Threshold determination
A high threshold based on a positive control may exclude positive droplets in positive environmental samples which may have reduced amplitude levels (Fig. 6). A medium threshold defined by non-positive environmental samples could avoid non-specific amplification but also include positive samples with lower amplitude due to inhibition or high target quantity. Setting a low threshold based on the NTC (common practice) can
erroneously identify negative environmental samples as positives due to low level of non-specific amplification.

![Amplitude vs Threshold](image)

**Figure 6.** A high threshold (E03) may exclude positive droplets in positive environmental samples which may have reduced amplitude levels (A02). A medium threshold, based on the non-positive environmental samples, could avoid non-specific amplification but also include positive samples with lower amplitude due to inhibition or high target quantity. Setting a low threshold based on the NTC (common practice) can erroneously identify negative environmental samples as positives (E03) due to low level of non-specific amplification. The positive environmental is root DNA sample while the positive environmental 2 is a field soil DNA sample.

In addition to threshold amplitude, we used four sample categories “Environmental negative”, “No-template control” (NTC), “Organismal positive” and “Unknown environmental” to examine how the manual threshold determination based on multiple controls (define also as expected value) compares in output to the available threshold algorithms (Fig. 7). Droplets were assigned to negative (NEG), positive (POS) and rain (RAIN). Only *Define the rain* assigned droplets into the rain category. For the environmental negative control and the unknown environmental sample, none of the automatic threshold determination algorithms matched the expected value as defined by the manual threshold based on multiple controls.
Figure 7. Comparing automatic threshold determination for algorithms and manual threshold determination. We used four sample categories “Environmental negative”, “No-template control” (NTC), “Organismal positive” and “Unknown environmental” to examine how the manual threshold determination based on multiple controls (define also as expected value) compares in output to the available threshold algorithms. Droplets are assigned to negative (NEG), positive (POS) and rain (RAIN).

4. Discussion

The results are presented as QuantaSoft software output since this is the only available software coupled to the ddPCR system and it is the first exposure to data produced by ddPCR. To facilitate interpretation of the figures we created an explanatory model figure (Fig. S1). The figure presented in this study aim to illustrate the effectiveness of the optimization step on example environmental samples that contain significant amount of rain and do not demonstrate conclusive tests.

4.1 Cycling conditions

Adjusting thermocycling conditions, such as altering the duration of denaturation and annealing/extension [37], increasing the number of cycles [39] and decreasing the ramp rate [38] can improve the efficiency of the reaction, which will result in improved droplet clustering and fluorescence levels (Table 1). While altering individual steps has been shown to optimize the ddPCR reaction, the additive effect of combined thermocycling condition alteration in a single protocol remained unknown. We demonstrate that the influence of each step is additive and while a fully optimized protocol can increase the duration of the PCR reaction (e.g., 4 – 5 hours) it can greatly improve droplet resolution for environmental samples (Fig 2). In particular, optimization of annealing/extension temperature may have significant effects on cloud separation. While in standard PCR protocols, the annealing/extension temperature is optimized using target sequence positive and no-template controls, with environmental samples we recommend the use of two additional controls: an environmental positive and environmental negative control (Fig 3).

Unlike typical positive controls, which are represented by DNA from pure cultures or cloned template, environmental positive controls represent DNA samples where the
target organism has been added to the matrix from which you hope to distinguish it. For example, if the target were a soil fungus, similar to our experiment, the environmental control would constitute soil which had been inoculated with the target fungus. Environmental positive controls will have less efficient amplification and lower fluorescence of positive droplets compared to organismal positive controls comprised of laboratory material due to the presence of inhibitors in environmental samples. Thus, they allow better assessment of reasonable thresholds for positive droplets for environmental samples (Fig 3a and b). Environmental negative controls allow discrimination among positives and non-target sequences from the environmental matrix. These controls represent the substrate alone, without target DNA. They are particularly useful when using low annealing temperatures, which can favour non-specific amplification. An environmental negative control is useful for separating such false positives from the droplet cloud (Fig 3).

4.2 Primer/probe concentration

Increasing the quantity of primer and probe above recommended guidelines does not affect the amplitude levels or clustering efficiency [38]. However, while decreasing the quantity of primer/probe may reduce the cost of the reaction, its effect on assay efficiency has not been examined. We found that reduction of primer/probe quantity in the reaction may decrease clustering and should be avoided, as it increases the risk for an erroneously set threshold. We suggest working with the recommended quantity of primer and probe (20x which yields 500 nM primers and 250 nM probe). (Fig 4).

4.3 Sample concentration

Diluting template DNA can result in tighter clustering because of increased reaction efficiency through decreased inhibitor concentration [34]. It is difficult to determine optimum DNA concentration for environmental samples a priori, since samples are comprised of DNA from organisms in addition to the target. It is therefore often necessary to optimize DNA concentration for samples individually. In our example, we show an environmental sample with low-level amplitude droplets that may be either non-target amplification, or incomplete amplification of target DNA due to inhibitors (Fig 5a – 3). Diluting such samples may resolve ambiguous droplets (Fig 5a – 3 after dilution). If dilution does not resolve low-level amplification, we recommend that an environmental sample can be spiked with a low, known quantity of the target DNA. If the introduced target DNA does not amplify, then inhibition is likely the cause of the low-level droplets, and they are most likely true positives. If the introduced DNA amplifies above the environmental sample, then inhibition is not a problem, and the intermediate droplets are probably non-target DNA (Fig 5b).

4.4 Threshold determination

For assays with high target abundance and little rain, threshold determination (manually or automatically) should not affect assay outcomes (BioRad Technologies, Inc. 2018). For environmental samples, however, discrimination of low abundance target from environmental controls is necessary to avoid false calls and spurious interpretation. For example, setting a low threshold based on NTCs can lead to false positives since it is not unusual to observe low-level, non-specific amplification in environmental samples (Fig 6). Similarly, setting a high threshold based on positive controls can underestimate target quantity (Fig 6) since positives droplets from environmental samples might exhibit lower fluorescence levels due to inhibition (e.g., Fig 6, well A02). We propose a manual threshold approach by setting a threshold that excludes droplets from negative environmental controls and includes the reduced fluorescence positive cloud produced by positive environmental controls (Fig 6).

Our analysis demonstrates that ‘Define The Rain’ is the most accurate method for determining thresholds. ‘Define The Rain’ produced results similar to the manually determined threshold based on multiple controls (Fig 7) (Fig S2). However, ‘Define The Rain’ identifies droplets as ‘rain’, meaning the classification of the rain to positive or negative relies on the researcher’s judgment. In samples with a high proportion of “rain” droplets a manual approach might be as effective.
QuantaSoft® software automatic threshold failed to determine between the environmental negative and true positive, and erroneously calculated the targets quantity (Fig. 7). While the threshold was determined after considering the group of samples, the threshold appeared random in each sample (Fig S3). While the QuantaSoft® software algorithm is the most commonly algorithm used (see Table S1), it should be avoided for environmental samples.

‘ddPCRquant’ algorithm poorly estimated target quantity and failed to identify the environmental negative as true negative (Fig. 7). The ‘ddPCRquant’ algorithm simply merged the three NTS’s and draw a line right above the dense droplet cloud created from the merged sample. Every droplet above that ‘low threshold’ was considered as positive (Fig S4). Setting a low threshold, based on non-template controls, can misestimate the targets quantity, and identify false positives droplets as true positives (see section “Threshold determination”). ‘ddPCRquant’ should only be used when the negative cloud amplitude is the same as the NTCs cloud. Because this is rarely the case for environmental samples, ‘ddPCRquant’ algorithm should be avoided for environmental samples.

4.5 Limit of detection determination

Even after the threshold determination, the possibility of false positives exists, especially for rare environmental targets. When samples have a low number of droplets above the determined threshold, they may be considered positives via misinterpretation of fluorescence of foreign particles or artefacts produced by the instruments [40, 41, 42]. In order to define these droplets, knowledge on instrument limit of detection (LOD) is needed. The majority of strategies used to determine this threshold result in misestimation of targets presence in environmental samples [40]. In order to define the LOD a dilution series of a known quantity positive control is needed [26, 40, 43]. The purpose is to start the reaction with very low number of known target quantity (e.g. 1 to 10 copies per 20 mL PCR reaction) and examine the LOD of the instrument. Regardless the options, LOD threshold should be clearly defined in studies that use ddPCR. While using algorithms allows for rapid analysis of multiple samples, they cannot compensate for a poor assay. All assays, particularly those with significant rain (e.g., environmental samples), should attempt to reduce the rain through assay optimization before threshold determination.

5. Conclusions

Regardless of target, for both clinical and environmental samples the single most important strategy to reduce ‘rain’ is proper assay optimization. Even after meticulous assay optimization, however, most environmental samples will contain significant levels of intermediate droplets. It is important to determine whether these droplets represent non-target organisms (and are negatives) or reduced amplification efficiency (and are actually positives). Unfortunately, there is no easy way to discriminate among these possibilities. Threshold determination should result from a series of decisions spanning assay conditions to threshold analysis. Importantly, the threshold that is ultimately used should be a single value, not a range of values. A single, fixed manually determined threshold through the use of appropriate environmental controls prevents subjectivity and allows straightforward interpretation by the reader.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/xxx/s1, Figure S1: A key to interpreting ddPCR output figures. Figure S2. Manual threshold determination, Figure S3. Automatically determined threshold using the QuantaSoft® software. Table S1. Web of Science (Clarivate Analytics 2018) search for environmental studies using ddPCR.
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